Neuronal State Estimation for Neural Networks With Two Additive Time-Varying Delay Components.
This paper is concerned with the state estimation for neural networks with two additive time-varying delay components. Three cases of these two time-varying delays are fully considered: 1) both delays are differentiable uniformly bounded with delay-derivative bounded by some constants; 2) one delay is continuous uniformly bounded while the other is differentiable uniformly bounded with delay-derivative bounded by certain constants; and 3) both delays are continuous uniformly bounded. First, an extended reciprocally convex inequality is introduced to bound reciprocally convex combinations appearing in the derivative of some Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional. Second, sufficient conditions are derived based on the extended inequality for three cases of time-varying delays, respectively. Third, a linear-matrix-inequality-based approach with two tuning parameters is proposed to design desired Luenberger estimators such that the error system is globally asymptotically stable. This approach is then applied to state estimation on neural networks with a single interval time-varying delay. Finally, two numerical examples are given to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.